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Author Introduction
Jessica Nissen recently received her B.A. in
Public Relations with a concentration in nonprofit
and ministry. She is passionate about nonprofit
PR and helping people who are affected by
eating disorders.

1
To understand the communication and
relationship-building efforts of eating disorder
nonprofits, she centered most of her college
assignments around the National Eating
Disorders Association (NEDA). For her senior
research project, she enjoyed doing a case study
of NEDA's website and connecting her findings
to the concept of public relations stewardship
and how eating disorder nonprofits can display
stewardship on on their websites. This toolkit
exhibits her digitial strategy expereince.
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Executive Summary

This report contains an analysis of NEDA's digital presence and competitors,
2
reports relevant
and current digital trends, and then provides
recommendations of how NEDA can strategically improve engagement with
publics in the future. Useful research and digital tools are found throughout,
making this a digital "toolkit." If recommendations are followed, NEDA could
expect positive outcomes such as in increase in engagement, followers,
donations, positive mentions and website visits.
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Digital Strategy
1

A digital strategy utilizes technology to improve
organizational performance and achieve
organizational goals. Depending on the organization,
the type of goals may vary, but a digital strategy is
stakeholder-focused and will align with long-term
organizational objectives.
Today there are many existing digital tools for
collecting and analyzing data and publishing a wide
variety of content. It is wise for organizations to utilize
these tools to better understand and listen to their key
stakeholders and to aid them in making tactical plans
to support mission-aligned work.
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About NEDA
Overview
The National Eating Disorders
Association (NEDA) is the largest
nonprofit organization dedicated to
supporting individuals and families
affected by eating disorders.

Mission
NEDA supports individuals and families
affected by eating disorders, and serves as
a catalyst for prevention, cures and access
to quality care.

Vision
NEDA envisions a world without
eating disorders.

Public/RelationshipFocused Organization
There are different types of eating
disorder (ED) nonprofits. Some are
primarily focussed on funding
treatment grants for individuals or
influencing federal policy on eating
disorders. But NEDA is of the
support-type, focusing on
supporting individuals and loved
ones affected by EDs.
NEDA aims to build ongoing
relationships and display ongoing
regard for key publics. It facilitates
interpersonal connection with and
among stakeholders through such
activities as organizing support
networks and fundraising walks
that aim to unite communities. NEDA
is highly stakeholder-focussed.

Leading Exemplar
in its Field
NEDA is the leading exemplar of
these support-type ED
nonprofits. Its lifesaving
programs reach millions every
year.
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The Role of Social Media
in a Digital Strategy
Social media plays an important
role in a digital strategy. To
achieve many organizational
goals, relationships with and
support from stakeholders are
vital. Social media is designed for
two-way communication with
stakeholders; and communicating
about topics of mutual interest is
a key to building and maintaining
relationships.

Social media allows for “social
listening.” Observing what key
publics are talking about and
are interested in is one
advantage of social media
features. The better an
organization listens to its
publics, the more precise and
targeted its goals can be.

Social media is unique from a
website in the way that it also
helps create virtual brand
communities—people who are
connected due to their mutual
interest in a brand or
organization. The members of
virtual communities can connect
without the barriers or time and
geography. Immediate responses
are possible on social media, as
opposed to website
communication. Having a loyal
community of supporters is
another benefit to an
organization’s mission.

Websites are beneficial in
other ways though and should
still be utilized. While social
platforms are great for
communicating and advertising
, websites house more
comprehensive information and
shopping, for instance. They
can also drive traffic to social
platforms, and vice versa.
Websites sometimes have
additional analytic tools that
help to understand the wants,
needs, and interests of key
publics.
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NEDA on Social Media
Overview & MissionAlignment

General Topics NEDA
Engages In Online:

NEDA engages with publics through
5 social media platforms.
Everything NEDA posts on social
media flows from its mission to
“support individuals and families
affected by eating disorders, and
serve as a catalyst for prevention,
cures and access to quality care.”

Eating disorder recovery, statistics
on eating disorders, services and
resources offered by NEDA, holistic
self-care, body confidence,
physical wellness, mental and
emotional wellness, community and
support in recovery, identity,
testimonials of those who have
recovered from eating disorders,
weight stigma and weight bias,
culture, legislative changes related
to eating
disorders

NEDA’s social media activity
currently focusses most heavily on
supporting individuals. Some
primary ways of supporting people
affected by the disorders are
inspiring and empowering them,
giving them a voice to speak about
the disorders’s effects on their
lives, as well as creating a
community of supporters. NEDA
does this by posting uplifting
content, facilitating and inviting
conversation, creating spaces to
dialogue, and advertising events
through its social platforms.
To “serve as a catalyst for
prevention, cures and access to
quality care,” NEDA uses social
media for fundraising efforts,
awareness campaigns, and sharing
educational material.

Instagram: @NEDA
Facebook: @National Eating
Disorders Association (NEDA)
Twitter: @NEDA Staff
LinkedIn: @National Eating
Disorders Association
Pinterest: @ National Eating
Disorders Association
YouTube: @ National Eating
Disorders Association
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NEDA on Instagram,
Facebook, & Twitter
NEDA engages with publics primarily through these platforms, posting every
2-3 days at the least, and twice a day at most. Listed below are the praimry
functions.
On Instagram & Facebook, NEDA:
Invites people to comment under posts with personal experiences and stories
Posts surveys and engaging/interactive Instagram stories
Creates and shares original content and photos from events
Shares and re-posts user-generated content
Advertises annual awareness campaigns and fundraising events for months in advance
During campaign periods, encourages people in the NEDA community to “join the conversation”
(bring awareness and educate others)
Shares links to educational material
Shares pre-made, downloadable and shareable Instagram posts for people to re-post.
NEDA re-posts and comments on things that other people have tagged it in
Shares blogs and articles related to eating disorder legislature or other special topics
Shares Facebook Live Videos

On Facebook, NEDA:
Posts and archives more photos and albums from events
Posts longer videos (linked to YouTube)
Uses the fundraiser function of Facebook
Posts content from the other two platforms

2

On Twitter, NEDA
Shares some of its content from Instagram and Facebook
Re-tweets articles and other content of interest to NEDA and
its publics
Posts content from the other two platforms
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Social Listening
What are people saying
about NEDA?
Using the social listening tool
Hootsuite, it appears that most—if
not all—conversations that NEDA is
involved in online are positive.
Other organizations mention NEDA’s
noble work, and pleased public
members and stakeholders share
NEDA’s content on their own
profiles.

Key Hashtags
Conversations around #NEDA,
#NEDAWalk, #NEDANetwork,
#eatingdisorders, #mentalhealth,
#fatphobia, and #weightstigma
are also important to NEDA yearround.

Mentions
Other organizations related to
eating disorder recovery will
sometimes highlight or tag NEDA
for its work or list it as a resource.
Public members often tag NEDA
when they share personal stories of
their recovery journeys.

Campaign
2 Times
NEDA’s content is shared, and it is
mentioned more often in the media,
around the 2
time of each annual
national eating disorder awareness
week. Around this time, NEDA pays
attention to #ComeAsYouAre,
#NEDAwareness, and
#NEDAWeek, as many people are
engaging with NEDA at this time.

Important Topics
General topics of importance to
NEDA also include holistic health,
self-love, self-care, mental health,
legislative changes related to
eating disorders, eating disorder
research, eating disorder advocacy
efforts, and anti-diet culture
related content.

Note:
NEDA does not typically respond to
comments on Facebook or
Instagram, even when users ask
questions.
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The Role of SEO
in a Digital Strategy

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) relates to how visible a website or webpage is
compared 1to similar, competing web content. All major search engines, like Google and
Yahoo, have primary search results where content is shown and ranked based on what
the engine considers most relevant to users. The search engines have algorithms that
reward the "best" internet content by making them some of the top search results. So,
if your web content has good SEO, someone who googles your service or product
category (or key words associated with your content) will be more likely to view your
website or page.

What Affect SEO?
Links: Links are like votes. The more relevant, high quality websites are linking to your
site, the more popular and trustworthy your site will appear to Google. Getting high
quality sites to link to you is the best thing you can do.
What To Do:
Manually2ask/encourage people to link to your website from theirs.
Create high-quality content that your target audience will find interesting,
credible, informative, or entertaining— content people will certainly want to link to
or share! 2
Feature others and their content on your site so that those people may in turn tell
others about you; and those featured people will become associated with your
content, making you a bit more discoverable.
Pitch your content to others, making sure they know the benefit your content can
provide them.
Build relationships with bloggers and journalists.
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The Role of SEO
in a Digital Strategy (Cont.)

Keywords: Once a bot discovers your page, it decides how relevant it is to
1
certain search
queries by indexing it based on signals like key words.
What To Do:
Make sure you’re not only paying attention to key words
that will make you more searchable, but also whole topics
or key phrases relevant to your industry.
Look at the content of your competitors (who rank higher
in the search results) and make content similar to theirs.
Be mindful of including key words and phrases in blogs
and even digital versions of content such as press
releases that will be published and saved on the site.
Other Features: Certain features related to the design and structure of
a web page
2 also affect how a bot ranks your site. A bot reviews the
accessibility and performance of elements and rates the webpage as
more or less authoritative because of them.
What To Do:
Run an SEO test on a program
such as Web Dev, and make the
suggeted changes from the
comprehensive report it
generates.
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NEDA's Website SEO
NEDA's website has a decent SEO score. To
ensure that NEDA’s pages are optimized for
search engine results rankings and accessibility
of use, the following suggestions from the Web
Dev report should be followed:

1

Add "Meta descriptions" to documents (these
are included in search results to concisely
summarize page content).
Add descriptive text to links to help search
engines understand content.
Background and foreground colors should be
contrasted more. Low-contrast text is
difficult or impossible for many users to read.
In-house HTML expert should review report
2 specific changes to NEDA’s
to consider
HTML coding that will result in better
performance.

2

Optimize for mobile. Buttons
and links may not be large
enough and have enough
space around them to be easy
enough to tap without
overlapping onto other
elements.
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"Competitors"
Alliance for Eating Disorders Awareness
Alliance for Eating Disorders Awareness is a national non-profit dedicated
to providing programs and activities aimed at outreach, education, early
intervention, and advocacy for all eating disorders. The Alliance offers
educational presentations to schools, healthcare providers, hospitals,
1
treatment centers, and community agencies; free, clinician-led weekly support
groups for those struggling and for their loved ones; support and
referrals through their help-line and website and advocacy for eating disorders and mental health
legislation.
The Alliance is on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter.
On Instagram it has 4,579 followers, which is less than NEDA has. It posts similar content to NEDA
on its platforms but has less followers than NEDA on all of them.

Project Heal
Project Heal, which is also based in New York, says it is “America’s strongest voice that full recovery
from an eating disorder is possible and should be accessible,” and that it is the: “Largest US nonprofit providing access to healing for all people with eating disorders. These claims are similar
NEDA’s. Project Heal’s core work is eliminating barriers for people who need eating disorder
treatment and 2
providing peer support and mentorship specifically designed to support eating
disorder recovery. Its focus on access to care is what differs slightly
from NEDA’s focus on supporting individuals and families affected by
eating disorders. But their efforts are similar—both organizations
2
fundraise and seek public engagement.
Project Heal is on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.
On Instagram it has 75.1 K followers, which is less than NEDA’s 135K
followers. It posts slightly less frequently than NEDA on most
platforms but posts similar content.
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Current Trends in Technology,
Social Media, and Online
Communication
1. Facebook Still
Dominates

3. Video

Digital Straetgy expert Simon
K e m p r e p1o r t s : " F a c e b o o k i s s t i l l
on top when it comes to social
media. User numbers continue to
grow steadily across most
countries."

Emma Wiltshire reports: "Video
content is not a new trend, but
it continues to be highly
relevant and helpful in boosting
audience engagement. Both
long and short-form video
content are being heavily
consumed on social media right
now. YouTube is a popular place
for users to watch videos, with
roughly 3 billion people watch
at least one YouTube video
each month."

While some seem to think
Facebook is no longer as
popular or relevant, there is
evidence that putting time in to
Facebook communication is, in
fact, worthwhile.

2. Pinterest
Kemp also reports: "Pinterest
h a s b e e n g2r o w i n g i t s t o t a l
active user base by 29 percent
over the past year. The
platform has attracted more
2
than 70 million new monthly
active users over the past 12
months, reaching 322 million at
the start of 2020."
This data suggests there are
still ways to leverage the often
overlooked platform.

With the need to continually
find creative ways to engage
stakeholders and donors,
nonprofits should be aware of
the relevancy that video
content has in 2020.
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Current Trends in Technology,
Social Media, and Online
Communication
4. Interacting Through
Facebook Messenger
M e d i a R e1l a t i o n s e x p e r t P e t e r
Panepento reports:"Facebook
messenger is becoming a bigger
force in the nonprofit world,
with new tools designed to get
people to donate money to
causes. Messenger users don’t
have banner blindness or an
aversion to responding to
Messenger notifications like
they do to other forms of
marketing and outreach such as
email, ads, and phone calls".
Nonprofits can communicate
directly and easily through the
app and can even set up
a u t o m a t e d2b o t s t o f a c i l i t a t e
conversation. Within the
messages, users can easily click
b u t t o n s t o2t a k e a v a r i e t y o f
actions such as donating or
joining the email list.

5. User-Generated
Content Will Continue to
Be Popular
Influencer Marketing Hub
reports: "Brands leveraging
user-generated content is not a
new trend but is a trend that is
still going strong and will
continue to do so."
Nonprofits should consider how
to invite their publics to create
content and feel valued to the
organization and community.

6. People Over Profit
and Persuasion
Kemp says: "Above anything
else like profit or persuasion, it
is vital to keep in mind the
publics and what you know
about their wants, needs, and
interests. Take a few minutes
each day to go onto public
social media platforms and
learn about what your audience
cares about."
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Recommendations

Overview

In regards to NEDA’s digital communication and engagement efforts, no major weaknesses have
been identified. Based on its positive mentions by other organizations and in the media, NEDA
seems to have a positive brand image as well. NEDA is not seemingly threatened by its direct
competitors. Its social media following is much higher than that of the Alliance and Project Heal.
Even NEDA’s competitors have slightly different organizational goals, which makes them less
threatening to NEDA’s success.

1

In light of these positive findings, NEDA can spend more time capitalizing on opportunities and
giving some attention to small weaknesses. After taking several factors into considerations, the
following are recommendations for NEDA. All recommendations improve NEDA’s engagement with
the publics and, in turn, support NEDA’ mission to support individuals affected by eating disorders,
raise awareness of eating disorders, and create community.

General Digital Strategy
If applicable, there are several tools (listed on pages 19-20) that can be utilized to improve social
listening, website SEO, and overall digital strategy efforts.
These tools can continually monitor NEDA’s levels of engagement, the tone of its mentions, its
profit and purchases, and brand image. This will help identify needs, more specific digital
opportunities, and future goals. Additionally, the tools can provide the metrics to measure the
success of those goals.

2

If applicable, a content calendar should be utilized (see page 18 for more details).

SEO:

2

Follow recommendations previously stated on pages 10-12 .
Run an SEO test on Web Dev and follow any additional recommendations to optimize NEDA’s
website.
Use Google analytics also to learn which of NEDA’s website pages aren’t being visited as often
and strategize how to drive more traffic to those pages.
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Social Media

Recommendations

An identified weakness of NEDA’s social media interactivity is its lack of responding to comments
and questions. So, if there is not already a full-time social media account manager, hire one. This
person should commit to responding to comments and answering questions and directs
messages as soon as possible. Setting up a Hootsuite dashboard to track messages and
comments more easily is recommended. These actions should make NEDA appear to audiences as
a brand that hears, cares about, and wants to be relational with followers, which should improve
1
trust and loyalty.
In light of the Facebook and video trends previously mentioned, NEDA can work on creating more
video content and sharing it to Facebook and Youtube. It is recommended that NEDA invests in
making more high-quality videos that would interest a variety of publics. NEDA’s YouTube is not
frequently being added to, so there is opportunity to revive it. High quality, attention-grabbing
videos can improve audience engagement and loyalty. The sharing of interesting videos can reach
unaware public members and gain NEDA even more clicks and followers.
NEDA should also set up Facebook messenger with features for easy donating, as this trend has
proven highly successful for nonprofits. Success can be measured by an increase in donations.
In light of the Pinterest trend, content should be frequently added specifically to NEDA’s
“NEDA Graphics” board. This board currently only has 10 pins. Interesting an sharable content
related to the topics NEDA typically engages in (eating disorder recovery, statistics on eating
disorders, body confidence, weight stigma, etc.) would not only provide NEDA’s loyal public with
2 and educational content, but the shares would potentially gain NEDA more
encouraging, fun,
awareness and followers. NEDA’s logo should be clearly present on the content. Success can be
measured by shares, visits to NEDA’s Pinterest, and potentially new follows.

2
In light of the user-generated content trend and the fact that NEDA’s followers already love
submitting UGC, NEDA should have an artwork competition in which it offers some kind of
reward, incentive, and recognition to a select number of participants. To increase engagement,
those who do not submit artwork should be able to vote for the winners through Instagram polls. A
competition like this is an engaging activity that shows appreciation and recognition to NEDA’s
followers and can boost the relationship with NEDA’s publics.
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Content Calendar
Defintion and Purpose
for a Digital Strategy
A best practice
for a digital strategist is to utilize a content calendar.
1
Content calendar:
“A document that contains all content that is to be posted in a given time-period, for
all platforms, and identifies the way in which those posts support a campaign
objective.” - Dr. Carolyn Kim, Biola University
Impulsive, rushed, or not well-thought-out posts are less likely to successfully align
with or support an organization’s communication and organizational goals. A content
calendar ensures that posts are strategically informed. Whoever creates the
calendar can take future events and holidays into consideration and curate posts
with creative and timely insight. They can also stagger posting times to ensure that a
variety of people with different social media usage times will see posts from the
organization. Calendar alerts can also remind the person in charge of posting when
they should post.

2

Content calendars also house all assets—including differently sized photos,
differently worded text, and links—for all platforms, in one space, which makes it
easier to post to each unique platform at the same time.

2

In the future, the digital strategist can look back at past content and see what
worked and did not work well in the past.
Additionally, a content calendar can help ensure that content is being created that
engages each of an organization’s unique publics/audiences evenly.
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Optional Tools to
Aid Digital Strategy
Brandwatch
A tool that gives access to in-depth reports that allow users to better
understand data relevant to their markets. It tracks billions of conversations
1
happening online
every day, giving insight into consumers, competitors,
trends, influencers, and brand perception.

Hootsuite
A social media management platform that allows you to manage multiple social
networks, connect with customers, and grow your brand on social media. You
can:
Manage all of your company's social networks in one convenient
dashboard, and get a “bird's-eye view” of what's happening in your social
world.
Quickly respond to messages, brand mentions, and comments across your
social networks through a single dashboard.
Get analytics reports that show you what's working and what isn’t. Learn
about your audience and improve your campaigns.

Hubspot

2
Provides tools for social media marketing, content management, web
analytics, landing pages, customer support, and search engine optimization. It
also offers consulting services and an online resource academy for learning
inbound marketing tactics. Hubspot may be more suited for marketing
purposes.
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Optional Tools to
Aid Digital Strategy
Google Analytics
A highly popular digital analytics software that helps you
understand the inner structure of your website to know whether it
1
is accomplishing
its purpose or not. It reports what people do
when they visit your site, how long they stay, and what pages
they leave from. It creates audience reports that show the age,
gender, interests, device types, and geographical location of your
audience members. It also keeps track of the content that gets
viewed and shared most.
For a nonprofit (which does not primarily aim to make sales),
Google Analytics’ information can be helpful in determining if the
website is accomplishing organizational goals. If a page is not
getting many views, or if certain features are not being
interacted with, this may give insight into improvements for SEO
efforts. Similarly, knowing what pages your audience frequently
leave your website from can help you optimize those pages
better.

2 demographics is useful in knowing who to target in
Understanding
the future. Knowing what content is viewed and shared the most
can direct future content curation and publishing. Knowing what
social media links are driving traffick to your site is also beneficial
to your social media strategy and campaigns. Theses are only a
few of the useful features Google Analytics provides!

